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FETS, Jr. is Highly Acclaimed
by the Student Bar AssoCiation
The F.E.T.S. Junior program
for the fall semester ended with
generally favorable reviews. SBA
officers labeled the effort a"
"qualified success" and "a good
. first step."
The original F.E.T.S. program (First-year Exam Techniques Seminar) proposed volunteer upperclass students serving as group leaders. F.E.T.S.
so constituted
aroused great
interest among first-year students but failed to attract enough upperclass volunteers to.
justify going forward with the'
planned groups.
Under F.E.T.S. Junior the
small group approach was discarded in favor of one-time
panel discussions led by groups
of upperclass students, Panel
discussions were held in the first
three weeks of November, each
week's program concentrating
on one first-year course,
Although interest in the discussions remained high among
first-year students, attendance
was cut because two sessions

were scheduled for the night
before .Legal
Research
and
Writing projects were due. The
verdict from those. attending the
sessions was almost unanimously positive.
Dave Smith, first-year SBA
representative, stated "The idea
behind. the program is greatit was' good therapy just to be
able to sit around and talk about
'the course with people who had
been through it all before."
Smith noted that the quality
of the discussions varied from
panel to panel. "With one panel
we had you could tell the people
involved had taken some time to
think about it and prepare. With_
another, you could tell they
hadn't thought about the course
at all before they walked in."
Jane Erdenberger,
another
first-year representative,
gave
high marks
to theF.E.T.S.
Junior format. "I really thought
the panel discussions did a good
job of orienting us as to what to
expect on the final," she said,
adding, "It's a good thing it was
changed, because I don't think

Earl Kintner to
A ddress Students
by William A. Mart, Jr.
Earl W. Kintner, a senior
partner in the Washington, D.C
law firm of Arent, Fox, Kintner,
Plotkin and Kahn since 1961,
will speak on Tuesday, November 25 at 11:30 a.m, in the Moot
Court Room and at 8:00 p.m. in
Hall 7 at Georgetown University
Law Center, 600 New Jersey
Avenue, N.W. Mr. Kintner
served as Chairman
of the'
Federal Trade Commission from
1959 to 1961. He came to the
FTC as a trial attorney on
antimonopoly
in 1948, and
worked as a legal adviser, editor
of the Commission's Manual for
Attorneys, General Counsel, and
member of the Commission
prior to his appointment
as
Chairman. Mr. Kintner is the
author
of A ROBINSONPATMAN PRIMER and ten
other books on legal subjects. He
has written approximately
60
legal articles and given nearly
400 legal speeches during his
career.
'Mr. Kintner's topic will be
"In Defense of the Robinson-:
Patman Act." In recent testimony before the Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Antitrust," The
Robinson-Patman
Act,
and .

the original format would have
worked at all."
SBA President Roy Baldwin
commented
"F.E.T~S.
Junior
was a good first start. We kept
telling ourselves it was an experimental program, so if it fell on
its face we wouldn't be too
disappointed.
The fact that
people seem to have really gotten

some good out of it is an
indication that we're on the right
track. While I don't want to
bind 'the next SBA,I
think it
would be a good idea to conduct
a second F.E.T.S. program for
the round of finals next semester
as well."
Baldwin identified side benefits from F.E.T.S. Junior: "Even

jf the panel discussions didn't
cover enough ground, we understand that several faculty members that have first-year sections
were concerned enough, when
they heard of the great interest
that first year students expressed
in such things, to expand their
own program of review and
exam preparation."

National Law Center is
Second-Rated in Survey
werebased on i967-68 statistics. -300-399
5
Since then. the technique has 200-299
6
been used in a number
of 100-199
7
studies, including
the recent
99 and under
8
book by Swords and Walwer,
FULL-TIMKFACuLTY
The Costs and, Resources of Over 30
1'
1974-75 ABA Review of Legal Legal Education (975), and the 23-;30
2
Educationr-tr is' nora 'quality--mOrtograplf;'FOllowing
the Lead- ' 17-22
3
rating
of the law
schools.
er? The Unexamined Consensus ~ 15-16
4
Howevervit rioes compare the 'in Law School Curriculum, by 13-14
5
relative availability of some of Gee and Jackson.
11-12
6
the resources which affect the
Four of the six scales used tc 8-10
7
variety and kinds of educational
construct
this 1974-75 index Under 8
8
programs a law school may
were used in the 1967~68 index.
STUDENT-FACULTY
RATIO
choose to offer. In that sense, it They are:
Up to 15.9
- 1
,'presents
data which relate to
NUMBER OF STUDENTS
'16.0-18.9
2
educational quality.
950 and over
1 / 19.0-21;9
3 ,
Similar tables were included in 600-949
2 22.0-24.9
4
the AALS Study of Part-Time
500-599
3 25.0-29.9
5
Legal Education (972),
and
400-499
4
Please turn to p. 3, col. 1
by Charles D. Kelso
Reprinted From
The Student Lawyer
The following index of law
school resources has been compiled from data published in the

.....
Tim Means Recovering Well

Related Matters' of the House
Sele.ct .Committ~
onSm.all
B~smess, Mr. Kintner .mamtamed . that - the
RobinsonPatm~n Act.is an essentia!and
effective component of antitrust
law .. and po~icy,and
tha~ a
decision to either substantially
amend or rep~al it would' have
severely negative consequences
on the small businesses which
the Act is designed to protect,
well as on the competitive'
market philosophy. ,
Mr. Kintner's speeches are
presented by the International
Legal Fraternity Phi Delta Phi.

as

by Oliver Denier Long ,
fatally injured, were crossing the ' which Eastbound traffic is halted for several minutes during
Thomas Means, .one of the
Westside of Pennsylvania Avewhich Westbound traffic has a
first year students struck bya
nue at 21st Street, at approxileft turn arrow and a full green
car on November 2, was released , mately 1 a.m. Sunday morning.
to enter the intersection. The
fromGW Hospital last Saturday
They were struck in the left lane
evidence as to the traffic lights at
morning. His recovery is proof Pennsylvania' Avenue westthe time of impact is crucial to a
ceedingwell,
however he has
bound, just after they had
tort action in the District of
casts on both legs and will be crossed the median.
Columbia, where contributory
confined to a wheelchair for the
Uninvolved witnesses and the
negligence acts as an absolute
next three months.
police report both say that the
bar to recovery.
- .Means expressed his tremen- , .pedestrians had the green light.
dous gratitude for the support
A passenger in the motor vehicle
Means has retained Irwin
he has received from other GW
claims that the car had priority.
Minninberg
of Lippman, MinnLaw students since the accident.
The police report indicates
inberg & Hart to represent him
i (See letter,
page 4.) He would
further that the pedestrians were
in .a possible suit for damages
appreciate the help of a few
ten to fifteen feet west of the
against the driver's insurance
volunteers to move him from his
crosswalk when they were hit.
company. Connolly's next of kin
present apartment into a new
But this was not borne out by
have
employed counsel to settle
one that is accessible to the
any of the witnesses, all of whom
her
estate,
but they are as of yet
handicapped.
Any person able
claimed the two students wereundecided
about
seeking a
to assist on December 6 should
inside the white lines. Connolly
judgement for damages.
telephone Means personally at
and Means were at the time
96S~3974
walking toward Connolly's car,
The driver charged in the'
•.
which was parked
at "0" accident, when reached by teleInterviews with the parties
Street, N.W. between 21st and
phone, commented "There is
and with some of the witnesses
22nd.
nothing I can say that would
to the accident present conflict,
The
situation
is
also
compli'incriminate
me, because I am
.Ing accounts of the circumnot guilty of negligible (sic)
stances. Means and first year cated by the fact that 21st and
homicide."
.student J.P. Connolly, who was Pennsylv~~ia has a split green in
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New Civil Rights Courses and,

PrograIrtsOff~¥~ditlS~ring .;
,

by Professor Roger S. KUhn
First, a new course. on Legal
L would like, to call the -Problems in'· Education (Law
- attention of students' to three : 588) will be offered' by David
opportunities to study and work Long, director of the education
in the civil rights field this law program of the Lawyers
spring, in addition to the two Committee
for Civil Rights
sections of the Civil Rights
Under Law.
course which will be offered.
In addition J<t .problems of

Enoironmental Law
to A ppointLiaison

race and sex di~Criminttion, the
course ',Willd. eal With.th rights of
other disfavored group such as .'
Interested members of the ABA/LSD are invited to submit their
the handicapped and p rsons for
resumes to Elizabeth
Cuadra, LSD Liason to the standing
whom English is Ii second
Committee
on Environmental
Law, to be considered
for
language, It: will also cover
appointment as "informal liaison" to one of the many committees
efforts tQ: remoye, inequities -in within ABA sections which focus on environmental problems.
the 'financing' qf ,Public i s~h,?o!J i Selection will be made by the student Liaison to the Section in
systems, ;a~d.: the- irights t:ail(f~ 'question, in consultation witli Ms. Cuadra. '
liberties of students and teachers
The rule of "informal liaison" is a new one, and the new
.with respect to each other' and
incumbents will have an opportunity to create the kind of working
with respect to the schoolsystem
participatory relationship they find most beneficial to the work of
,
itself. ;
these committees.
.
In' addition, two clinical proApplicants are forewarned, however, that there is no mechanism
grams inthe c,ivi;1rights area ar~
• ~ ". -:-,'! ~
..,
available. One or possibly .two ' for ABA/LSD reimbursement of expenses incurred; therefore, in the
.....
GW students will be selected to selection process, some consideration will be given to the geographic
awarded to those
The Europa Instituut of the gration'
relationship' between .th~ applicant and the committee chairperson
participate .:in 'the internship
who fulfill the
University of Amsterdam and participants
program
at the' Center, for or most frequent committee meeting location. Several sections have
'academic requirements of the
the Netherlands
Universities
National Policy Review, where I already expressed'fdes!re
to have greater student participation via
Course.
Foundation
for International
will be working.
,',
such a role, and inquiry is under way with the others.
. Cooperation
(NUFFIC) . anThe faculty of the. Course is
Interns are offered-a choice of
Applicants should indicate at least their first, second and third
: nounce the beginning of the l Ith' assisted by a large vgroup of
projects, but hopefully the GW choices of committee assignment.
For committees within ABA
specialists
and
..International Course in. Euro- international
student will work with me on a Sections that focus on environment, see the "Redbook" or American
experts.
The
Course
'isorganized
pean Integration on September
major law suit to be filed this Bar Association Directory 1975" 76. A partial list of such committees
by the Europa Instituut of the
7, 1976.
Spring seeking to compel the' include:
University of Amsterdam
in
This Is a post-graduate course
federal .agencies responsible for
of 8 months, given in the English
co-operation with ,N~~FIC.
regulating the nation's ban~s ~o> : • Section of Administrative Law (Environmental Quality Control
language and. intended for lawissue'andenforee
effective regu- • Com.)
For further information write
yers, economists and political
Law (Environmental Law Committee)
lations 'aganinst] discri~ination\ r ! • Section-of-Antitrust,
to the Regi~trat:i\jff~~
ICEI,
",scientists. A limited amount of
~
•
Section"ofi"Corpo~ation,
.Banking & Business Law (Env'l
in mortgage lending. The internNUFFIC, Molenstraat27,
The
~ scholarships is available.'
'
Controls Com.)'
'i
' ,
Please tum: to
7, col. 4
, , ," .
Subjects dealt with are: (law: Hague.
• Section of Crimina! Justice (Env'I Matters in Crim. Law Com.)
section) Common Market Law,
• Section of Family Law (Family Role in Env'l Prot'n Corn.)
Judicial Remedies, Competition,
• Section of General Practice (Environmental
'Law Com.)
; Legal and Fiscal Aspects of
• Section of Individual Rights & Responsibilities (Com. on Env'l
Doing Business in the Common
Rights and· Responsibilities)'
,
','
.
,.
,market,
External
Relations;
• ,Section of International
Law (Environmental Law Com.)
• (economics section) Theory of
• Section of Natural' ResoufcesLaw
(Com's on Env'IQuality,
; Economic IntegratioJi, 'Current
Water Quality, Air"Quality, Public Lands & Land Use) . '
,." ~
Economic Policy, Economic and
• Young Lawyers Section (Environmental Quality Committee)
, The Journal soliCits your
The UniversityoL
Denver
" Monetary Union, International
, Applicants should sent two copies of their resume and application
College of Law Clinical Educaparticipati,on in this ,new enterMonetary Economics, Planning,
letter to: Elizabeth Cuadra, School of Law, University of Virginia,
prise. The, journal will feature
External Relations, Social and tion Program and the Clinical
Charlottesville, Virginia 2290~preferably
befote January 1.
Education Section of the Associarticles. essays, comments,letRegional Policy.
Terms of appointments will begin as soon as selections can be
Also, Theories and History of ation of American Law' Schools ters, research (both theoretical
made, and run through the school year 1976-77.
the start,· of the and empirical) studies, ,news
European Integration,· the EEC' announce
,; Of
as a 'Political System", EEC Clinical Education, ,fotimal, as ' items;, '~nd,," other.'fotIIls
of the
writing. ".If ishopeCt' t6at ibis
Policies, EEC's Relations with. the officialnewsletter~
AALS Section on Clinical Legal diversity'" in the formatEastern
Europe,
The Third
~~
World and the USA, Social and Education to be published by provide ample 0 opportunity for,.
the University of Denver College dialogue on all aspects of clinical '
Regional Policy in the European
~~~
, Community.
of Law Clinical Education Pro- education. For further informaJ.B.
Moore
Society
of International Law
The Diploma 'European Inte- gram.
tion, write' to:

International Sty,dy
Program A nnoitiic~d
~'.

'

\.

,"

~mbe

p.

Clinical] ou rna]
Solicits Writing
'.'

;

"

'··,,":'L:'

Library Input

REGIONAL MEETtiG
ASSOCUmON;OF,;'STUDENT

The Library Committee of the Student .Bar Association is
concerned about improving conditions and rectifying problems in
the library. We want your ,comments: about thefad'i,ty!,
staff, '
,.
:
1_ ;,!_ .;
:;;
. ,
;
operations, general conditions, things you want, thing~,>youdon't
want. . .
'.,.<.' ;::,::;'0<)
We will compile a list of these comments, pre,seri('t~ein::to the
library staff, and work towards acting upon them.:'
. '~,' :'-'
Rip out this coupon and make any comment you have. D9t}o:thesitate because you think others will have mentioned the issue ,or because you assume the library staff or this committee knows of \t
already.".
'. ' ,~; , ."r
,~:
;.lo.:
•
t
Finally ... BE ANGRY, GET CONCERNED~ You're paymg for
The ,Dance ,Produ¢ti9n Gro~p
it. We can try to ad best on your substantive compla11Jtsand
, at the 'George Washington ,Uni~
suggestions- big or small.
,
versity will. perform' works by
,We can do Uttle without your help.
student choreographers on Friday, November 21,andSaturday
._~----------------------------~--------------------.---.---------I To: STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION:
LIBRARY COMMITTEE
I'
I
. ,
I
November
at 8 p.m. in the
ISuggestions:.
.
I
Marvin Theater, 21st and H
Streets N.W.
Admission is :$1.50. For furISubmit coupon to box located on first floor, main lobby of library on l therinforntlition'ca1l676-6284.
,
..
r'
Icouch near main desk; or, to SBA office. ':':. '., ,;:'
!

9~St~d~~t)
pa.nce Group

Performs ,lle.fie" : ~
;

k

i

I

n

il

i'.

:~'

I

":

I;

.,"

I

.'." .'. '

!

y:;:) R;n;.~>~.,; ~'(}

'..

.... ..'

..

I

I

ilWant to help? Need help? Call Rich Kaye 785-4641;' Bill Van Der!
: Brock 965-3746; Bonnie Borman 659-2586; Rick Byrne 684-7884; I
: James Hambleton 836-5287.
!

~~---------------------------------------------------------.-_._--~

•,I:

~

~

t~ }

OF THE UNVERSITY
OF VIRGINIA
announces a

Howard I.. Rosenberg
Director,
Clinical Edu~ation Program
University' of Denver:,
College of L~w. ,
Denver, Colorado 80202

..

-~~

,~-

will

",

w'o,.

.'.,

OF

THE MD ATl.ANTlC REGION
INTERNATIONAL

LAW SOCIETES

topic

IMPLEMENTATION OF

INTERNATIONAL

HUMAN.~RI~HTS
LAW THROUGH THE
'DOMESTIC

LEGAL PROCESS .
:,SAI1JRDAX DECEMBER 6
i(

-.~.\

. - _,.

::,,."'i~'"
,.~.' at ,the.';., ,.
.',
Universi,y~ofVirginia Charlottesville, Va.
For Further Information
Contact Robert Lehrman 966·1233
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SBARunsAgain
During the course of the present SBA administration's
reign in office, we have frequently found ourselves in' opposition to its approach to student government. At the SBA
meeting November 11,SBA President Roy Baldwin declared
"We're holding a new election as soon as possible next
semester, because this administration isn't hanging around
any longer than it absolutely has to." On this;
are in
complete accord.
The SBA under President-Roy Baldwin and Vice President.
Ross Delston has displayed some remarkable behavior. The'
current predilection for inaction is matched
only by'
mismanagement and self-congratulation. A brief review .of the 'i.
year's activities reflects what we mean.
'.
Swept into office by 8% or less of the student body-Iast::Spring, the SBA' did not hesitate this Fall to' raise locker
charges without" notice or so much as a hearing. The
additional revenues were nominally earmarked for "student
activities." But this is not the full story.
The President and Vice President renounced their own
stipends of $SOO and $250 respectively, only to hire an 'office
manager and accountant that end up costing quite a, bit more.
This made it possible for the officers to take part-time
clerkships paying several times what they would have earned
at the SBA,
Many worthy organizations received less funding than
students thought they deserved. The funds not allocated
remain with the SBA, to be spent on their parties and projects.
To the Editor:
but rather reveals ?adiffering > The problem which necessias they see fit. The recent dance at the Marvin Center is. an
.I wish to expressmy heartfelt perspective as to the relative . ated the sending ofnotices arose
example. And the SBA would likely never 'have revealed its
appreciation to' the' many law .importance of proposed. activi-f from an attempt by the SBA to
spending pattern if enormous pressure had not been placed on
student friends whose warmth, ties (e.g. an opportunity
to, set aside a substantial number of"
it by Law Center organizations.
concern 'and support. have enlighten and edify the students ·lockers. for sale to night stu-FETS, Jr. was a major exercise in self-congratulation,
helped me through the-past. on a critical problem of particu-' dents. very few of whom actually
preying on the paranoia of first year. students who all showed
three weeks. You have' all been lar concern to lawyers versus" bought them.
up to learn in a crowded classroom how they each.might get
so giving. What I feel cannot be hiring a disc jockey for a disco
We were then faced with the
ahead of the other on their exam:
..
.
communicated.
'party.
reputedly for$2SO).
situation io]" having a large
Permeating every activity is the misconception that theSBA
-. My hope is that when this is
The proposition that permit- number of empty lockers after
is an administration in the "people's" interest. Many students
all over I will be able to give as ting travel expenses in this case the / announced sal~ dates had.
at the Law Center may just want to be left 'alone. When
much to each ,ofyou. - .
would open the floodgate to a pa~sed; Our solution was to
President Baldwin was contacted regarding his statement at
.
Tim Means torrent of claims by other groups a.sslgn locke~s,to p~ople who had
the meeting last week, he suggested we add that students here
seems ill advised. Assuming that Signed a wal~mg hst.
.
To The Editor:
there are hordes of. individual
Compound 109 the problem
do not even deserve an SBA. One thing for certain is thatthey
In this issu~ there is an ~rticle students desirous of .transport-~as
the ~~ct,t~at ~o ..identical
do not want the one about to leave office.
.
o.nthe ~pcom\Dg lecture-dlsc~S-'ingspeakers
from far flung parts lists of waiting list lockers
sion With Ms, McL~ughhJ)'''''ofthe'coiIntry, I would hope that w~re used, to fill lo~kers. by
. Warden of Alderson Prison.'
potential lawyers could be judi- mlstake,~hls resulted 10 h.~vmg
, .In order .to bring this e~eni cious.: perspicacious, and firm, the notation, by a particular
., "lnto being, several first year enough to dispose of the various' name on one list, but not on the
All four editors of The Advocate, will be retiring next students attempted to obtain full and sundry requests on their other.
Spring. Difficult as it has been to gather articles and recruit. S,B.A. furiding. All Ms. Mc- merits without imposing an
This is probably the reason
staff this semester, we must concludethatperhaps our budget
Laughlin' :required was travel arbitrary and inflexible rule (see that Mr. Hall received a notice
invest ed 10
. oer
ther ways.
'
th ar:t pnn. ti109. e.x penses, I. did .receive strong ~
the article
OJ) Ms. McLaughlin
asking
or
can b e more pr od uc tirveIy mves
h
.-.
f ffor actual payment
d'
encouragement. moral support, lor t e merits of this case).
proo 0 payment. an stating
a P~~;~nnual allocation could fund a preliminary engineering
and some good practical advice . Ori'r:phil~ophical'grounds.that
in the absence O!either the
study of the new air-conditioning noise in Stockton. It could
from the S.B..A. treasurer, how- money is not of primary import- lock WOUld,
be cut off 10 ten days.
.
'.'
.
ever I was informed that they ance in life, but, inipractical
These notices .w.ere ,sent- to all
provide m~gnifice~t
furmtu~e ~or the Bac~n Lounge; ~ could su pI nlvszs to $35. . terms. lack of money is. U1tim- those on ~hewaiting hst who had
Jack-the-Rlpper
plOched penodlcal replacementi fund;?-a'O?"~'(I::~'P
.~(~ }" ..... ... '
ately, we obtained a commit- beenassl~ne~ a ,locker. but for
better brand of photocopier; microphones for' the'classroom,r
v:Appareii~lydue·to the limited ment from the. University's' whom no mdlcatton of p~yment
or subsidized lockers.'
',,'"
. funds? available ($6.300 total' program board. It seems to tne appeared on the master hst. No
There are innumerable services NLC studentswtirtld rather :oinc?mewith$3,l00.
alloted to that as a matter of pride. if for lock~ we~e',ever cut off.
have than a newspaper. Send in your idea, and help us fill our'; var~ousgr.o,lJps)ther~ I~ a general not other reasons. it would have ""M~ny~ot these .notices were
next issue.
poltcy agamst p.rovldmg trav~~ been more appropriate for the . sent oUt,and many responses
'. 'money.;~The'ratlOnale;'forthlS·c
B'A . .~ II
..'d"·,· ,... , ',. d·
.
' , ..•. (1). th ere .'are 'pI'en.W' 0"f."t~·
••
ctf:l".u
y sponsor. .'a.n .were
receive , all of them, were
;',
po IICy"IS
,;, ',"".,
!",
" y
J
k.
'th' th'
. d'" . .(,finance,thls,type
o~ ~vent. . ,civil, except for ~r. Hall s. Mr.
spea ers WI
·· m 'lebllmme lal.tfe
Wilham Walsh Hall sent an abUSivenote to me,
h
area
a e. qua. d'I .."
th rea t'emng t 0 WrIte
' a. Ietter to
.
".
. .
..
..
, 'd w
t 0 . are
d (2)aval
'f th'
Ie
, e c. an.
I II IS
expen
I- To The Edlton
T'h
Ad vocate. Lat er he carrl'ed
-·
d
th
.
h
~,e
t ure IS approve a
Th'"IS IS m response
. t 0 Mr. out h'IStreat,
h
. _
h
th' osetr w 0I
an d wrote a Ietter
have ha d .0r.wI'II dav~11
elr la~e Eddie Earl Hall's letter to the to which I am replying, retractexpenses.reJec~e. WI comp am. Editor which appeared in the ing his earlier insults,
Edltor-Jn-Chlef
Managing EdItor
I object to the~e>arguments . November 11 issue of The
Because of the inappropriate
Oliver Denier Long
Bill Wallace
and this state of affairs on Advocate. In that letter, Mr. and abusive form which his'
; Features and Opinion EdItor
Sports EdItor
several irou~d~; The issue is not, Hall objected to a notice which complaint took. I decided not to
Doug Watts
.
10hn Bl1lsniak
nor shOUld it be,thelack
of he. received from the SBA, and ~ignifyitwith a response. I am
Boslnea
funds;" but rather the: priorities '. which was. sent to . all those to pained to' learn that The AdvoPhilKra~er'·.. , ;, '.
Contrlbuton: Roy Baldwin, R.G. BidweIt, pick Gregory, .Ion . 11'1 allocating 'the available funds. whom,a locker was aSsigned but cate chooses to, raise a trivial
I hasten to add. this criticism is from whom no indication of matter to the level of a "case and
Plotkin, Ellen Sue Shapiro, William :Walsh.
,
not meant to imply or connote payment' appeared in our re- controversy."
bad faith or mismanagement,
cords.
.
Ross Delston

-we

Letters tothe Editor-
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Royal Family: Entertainers Entertaining
dedby novelist. Edna Ferber, Ferber and Kaufman, "Royal
"The Royal Family", a come- who had ample experience with Family" developed into a fastdy loosely based on the lives of theatrical-type plots: Two of her paced, sparkling show which stil
John, Ethel and Lionel Barry- novels Giant and Saratoga gets laughs decades 'after its
original production, despite a
more, is currently playing at
Trunk, became' cinematicvesomewhat contrived construcKennedy Center's Eisenhower
hicles for the acting talents of tion and smart-aleck gags so
theater. It features a star-studdElizabeth Taylor and Ingrid familiar to contemporary audied cast including Eva Ie GalliBergman,
respectively. Between ences.
. enne, Rosemary Harris, George
. Grizzard and Sam Levene, who
understand and transmit' the
spirit of this nearly farcical play.
The play tells the story of the
Cavendish, a famous American'
family of actors in the 1920's.
Central to .the family are the
three Cavendish women who
by E. Sue Shapiro
the play begins, he' has just
represent three generations of
Arena Stage is currently ruti-:discQyeredtJ1~t thevillage-baths,
,performers: Fanny Cavendish, ninga masterpiece by the first Which provide income. for' the
the greying head of the dynasty; and greatest of "all so-called entire town, are dangerously
her daughter Julie, a matinee modern dramatists: Henrik Ib- polluted by a ne"arby.factory. At
idol; and her teenage grand- sen. Fortunately, the arena first the doctor's mission is to
daughter.
production of "Enemy of the expose the dangers of the
According to literature inside People" reflects the strengths of contaminated baths, but he and
the playbill, "Royal Family" had the play itself: honesty. sensitiv- . Ibsen soon focus instead on the'
social and spiritual pollution of,
two authors, each gifting the ity, and unbridled exuberance.
"An Enemy of the People" the town, which is ruled by'
play with his special ability.
George S. Kaufman, an acerbic tells the story of Dr. Thomas, greed', bureaucracy and fear.
In the'style ofa classic,Greek,
New York drama critic, contri- Stockmann, the esteemed village
butedthe
wrydialogtie
and physician of a Norwegian resort tragedy, the play is the story ofone-liners. The story was provi- town in the late 1800's' When Dr. Stockmann's failure" to
by E. Sue Shapiro

Like the old French genre ~f " The actual plot -is exhausting,
the "well-made play," "Royal. full of tricks and facile coineiFamily" opens with a scene dences that. again, seem the
played between members of the devices of another era. Yet,
Cavendish household staff-a
. although it is easy to get lost in
scene in which the atmosphere )he Cavendish family struggles,
and relationships between the impressions do emerge. First"
main characters are set through the whole family is hopelesslv
the' dialogue of third persons.
Please tum to p. 7; col. 1

Enemy of.thePeople; Good Drama,
Fine Producrion by.Arena Stage.
.
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communicate his vision in order
to save the town. And like a
tragic hero, the doctor is blinded
by self-importance and lack of
perspective. Although he has
exposed the pollution problem,
he finds no solution short of
beggaring the 'town. He enthusiastically subjects his loyal family
to hardship and. ridicule by
taking 'a stubbomstance.
He
ref~ses to learn the name .of his
maid.rand never speaks directly
to her. Despite our basiCapprov~/
al of Drc-Stockmannand
all he "

stands for, our respect fer him is
qualified.
When' the play ends, Dr.
Stockmann's fortunes are low
but, typically, Ibsen leaves us
hanging. We sense that the
pestilence breeding in the baths
will, in time, vindicate the doctor
and his unpopular position: but
this conclusion is merely suggested, not compelled. In' fact,
the play is so complex that few
conclusions canconfidently be
drawn about its' meaning. It is
,PIease tum. to p., '7 co.:1 1

Doug Watts

Heartsfield: A Good' FeefingtoShare.
Rock music is again suffering from its chronic,
band, performing, during the course of atypical set,on
natibnal recognitioh,th~y have spent most of the year
recurrent affliction: the doldrums. At least that's what
acoustic and electric guitar, mandolin, and .fiddle.:
on the road, playing everywhere from cavernous big city
the rock press would have people believe. But at atime
Jordan does double duty ona twelve-string electric . arenas with acts like. Stephen Stills. to headlining
when many blue chip acts are waning in artistic
guitar. "
'
'sellout auditoriums in the Midwest, to playing baCKUp' achievement andcommercial success, one of the best
The finalsection acts as the catalyst for the band. It
to the Country' Gazette at recent gigs in the Childe
bands in the country remains virtually unknown. Their
is their interplay with each other and with the rest of the
Harold and Baltimore's Four Corners Inn.
name is Heartsfield, and their time has come.
sections that triggers the infectious Heartsfield good
It is Heartsfield'sexplosive performances that has
Heartsfield is-a curious, collection of six displaced
feeling. Freddie Dobbs and.Phil Lucafo are the tightest
earned the band its following. But until they are around
cowboys from' Chicago, each with deep roots in the
guitar tandem since Duane Allman and Dickie Betts
country and country music. In the three years the band
(whose influence is at times evident), and probably the , Washington again, pick up on one oftheir albums. It is
a kind of magic music you want to share with a friend.
has been together, they have built to a level of musical .most effective guitar duet plugged in today.
'
integration and expressionthat fewgroups ever attain.
. .Allcf.these factors.valong with extraordinary vocal
In the Midwest, Heartsfield enjoys both critical acclaim
harrnonies.combine.to produce a spirited sound that is
\and a devoted following, similar to that afforded Little
refreshing among' the stagnant: commercial formula
J J.Jl
Feat in the South, or, until recently Bruce Springsteen
being offered bymost of rock's acts.
.
on the East Coast. Outside the Heartlands, however,
Heartsfield has released three albums on Mercury,
4 4
Heartsfield has gone unnoticed.
"Heartsfield," "The Wonder of it All," and "Foolish
" "
The music of Heartsfield is too diverse to be
Pleasures." Each of the' albums has a different flavor;
accurately described by one convenient label. A, all of them are excelle?t pieces ofwo!k.·'
'.
'.
by Dick Gregory; et. aI.
synthesis of many influences, their songs range from
Perhaps the ~ost Im~orta~t development to come
Americans are eating themselves sick while much of
rowdy country honk, replete with pedal steel, through
out of the band _sr~cordt~gs ISthe emergence of Perry
the world starves. We swallow a hodgepodge of foods,
bluegrass and gentle tunes, to straightforwardznov
.-~?r~jln~a,s
a songwrtter.J;lts .work~are at once personal
.additives and ripoffs dished out by grocery chains and
, nonsense rock and roll. Underlying them all, though, iSJ; _;sta~lftn~nts that .Ielld, insight into the " man, and
agribusiness.
the fundamental. strength of Heartsfield's music: an, ,expressl<)fisof feeltng so commo~ to e~eryonethat they
It's time for citizens to start winning back control of
irrepressible feeling of good spirit that flows from the
often become ~dopted by t~e Itstener as~a,personal , .. ~urfoodsupply. Food Day, April 8, 1976, will be that
. th e. b an db'·mem ers h ave tior eac h
statement,...for,...
him.
.. '," ,:;;;;' ",,,,,:',. i: ".... ,' time.' ~
,
mu tu a I aftiect·Ion.
' ... :"'.;
other. It is, in a word, contagious.
Jordan Iscomfortabl~ wntmg 10 a"vaneij' of sty.les:; ,if\l( ~ood ?ay,. sponso.red' by the ~on-pro~t Center for
Heartsfield combines intricate six-part ,,,"ocalhar~' ~om country barroom Ju~eboxi on,;The Onl~. Tlme:ii;J~C;:I~nce'10 the Public I~!erest, IS a natIOnal day of
monies with instrumental proficiency to. produce a
I m ~ober (Is When ;.ou re Gone), ;~to some; rather
a~lOn .o.n the food cnSIS. Last year colleges and
sound that· can, only fairly be compared, to Buffalo
dazz~mg blu~grass on ~h~! I N~ed,: ,t~som:.'of t~e , universIties celebrated the first Food Day all across the
Springfield. But where individual talent and direction
prettle~J musIc on wax, Itke Muslc;~YC$·'and'. MagiC,
coun~.
,;
."
.
was a source of disruption iil Sprin~eld,i,t is a creative
Mood.·
..'
"',,i';:';,
,'.' ,
_ !hIS year we wdl budd on thos~ first consClousnessforce in Heartsfield. All of thegroup~s music is
• If}or nA?th~r,;tea,son", bo~ever"Jordanmust
~e
ralsmg effo~s. Our goal for 1976 ISto conyey a deeper
arranged and improved upon by the band as a whole.~re?~t~
as 8:'~?ngw~t~r.forhav~?g~enned Heartsfieldsun,~~~standmg
of the problems, and to achieve concrete
There is no single leader in Heartsfield no spotlight
tour de force, Racm,the Sun.· It tS a·song that deals
poltcy changes.
.'
l aspects .of
favorite. ' Though solos are frequent ;howcases for
with his, and e~~~one's,. determination, to foll?w a
While F~d. Day will s~lI~ncompass
individual abilities, they are never allowed to surpass
dream and turn !tmto ~ealtty, t? race the su~ until the
hunger,.nutrttion an~ ~gnbusmess, we wtUput. speClaI
the song or dominate it. The band does not sacrifice its
~ream comes altve. It ~ beautiful, both lyrically and
emphaSISon food P?lIcles at the ~ate, community, and
solidarity for an ego. They are six musicians who play as
mstrume~tally.; unquetionably one of the fines~ r?Ck
campus Ic:vel.There s ~ lot to do nght wh~reyou a~.
one
songs wntten 10 the last severalyea~. In '~Racm' the ...•
Ban Junk foods from school vendmg machmes.
.
Sun," Perry Jordan has reminded music that rock andReplace them with apples and pears, yogurt, unsalted
Three basic, component parts make up Heartsfield.
ron can be a form of alt
"
" 'nuts, and granol~
, '.,
The bottom line of the group is the beat laid down by "
HeaI1Sfield has gone through a .few' important
. • E~courage your school to provide idle land to
Artie Baldacci, a perfectionist drummer, and "Ziggy"
changes recently. Forced to concede, t9some of the
woul,d"beurban gardeners. .
.
Biela, who has played bass with local Chicago' guitar
harsher re,alities of a highly ~onipe~tive -lmsiness, ~ey
• Concentrating O~ ,ocal pOlicies,students can help
legends like Jim Krause and Doug Morton. Together
have abandoned some of the communaL attitudes that . bring con~te change to the way this country raises,
they provide the foundation for Heartsfield's musiC;' , started their organization and enliSted some impressive
markets, and'consumes its food.
',.
Building off of that base are a pair of acoustic
help. The band is now inanaged by Dave Rubinson,
Contact the Datiomil Food Day office-to help set up .
guitars, 1'Iayed by J.C. Hartsfield and Perry Jordan. - .'who has secured national audiences for acts like Herbie
activities. Write for organizing ideas and suggestions
Hartsfield is perhaps the most versatile musician in the
Hancock and the Pointer Sisters. In an effort to obtain
for activities to Food Day, Washington, D.C. 20036.

Fo' od Da:1\1Set to'
'Improve Nutr t on
,f
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Pacem in Terris

Vanda lism and Budget
Cuts Create Library Problems
by Robert G. Bidwell
Assistant Law Librarian

•
The Law School newspapers
from the other Law Schools
around the country read the
same. The ,same problems,
problems,
problems ... Books
don't get shelved promptly,
The Law Students don't reshelve the 'books when they
finish usingthem. The book you
want isn't on the shelf. A Law
Student reshelving a book he
had glanced at put 99 A 2d.
upside down in place where 66 A
2d. belonged. Books, hidden.
Pages ripped out. Books stolen.
Books taken 'out by faculty
without properly signing them
out.
The shelvers in this library
cannot keep up with the day-today shelving unless, all students
and professors abide by the
rules. Theshelvers and staff, of
course, do not hide books; they
do not rip pages out and they do
not steal them. Nor do they
remove them from the library
without signing them out.
.
In The Advocate last year was
an article on Jack the Ripper,
Razor Blade Charlie, Biue Ball
Point Pen Pete, Wet String
Willie, etc. Later, Microfiche
Mary was added. These people
are vicious and if caught should
be prosecuted.
Some rip out articles to save
time; some to eliminate eompetition. After last year's article on
the subject, it slacked off, but
now it has built up again. There
is some indication, from the
subject matter being ripped out,
that' some of the guilty parties:
may not be our students. It is
almost impossible for the stu-·
. dent assistants at the, desks .to..
catch this sort of thing. It isup

Pacem in Terris IV (PIT IV) is a national convocation to consider
the foreign policy issues in the 1976 Presidential campaign.
Some of the leaders in American politics and foreign policy will be
speaking at a series of seminars in the, Sheraton Park Hotel, December 1-4, 1975. For tickets, phone 243-4116 or 546-3732:
to everyone in the building to be .some added copies, and, are not '
Topics and speakers are as follows:
vigilant
and
prosecution-· buying. new material on, the
Dec 2, a.m. "Detente in Practice: Problems, Opportunities, and
minded.
market which we might formerly
Pitfalls," Henry Kissinger, "Edward Kennedy,
As far as permanently or have purchased. Much United
Richard Barnet, Jacob Javits, George Kennan, Hans
temporarily lost books and Nations material
is being
Morgenthau, -Fred Warner Neal.
periodicals are concerned, the' dropped (the .main library has
p.m. "National Security and the Economy," William
student, assistants at the first been contacted about taking this
Simon, Thomas Bradley, Otis Graham, Vernon
and secondtloor desks 'can be over). ,,'
" ' ,','
"
Jordan, Seymour Melman, Alice Rivlin, Leonard
t:, ',;,!)';
Woodcock.
'
more vigilant but-teven they,
'Arnongthe WestPublishin1f
cannot prevent the, removal of Company materials being drop'Dec. 3, a.m. '''The Global Condition-The Economic Dimenbooks by students who shove ped are one set each of Corpus
'sion,"
Robert Anderson, Maurice Strong, Michael
them aside and go running into Juris 'Secundum, 'U.S. Code
Harrington, Neil Jacoby,' Gerald Parsky, Peter
Stockton with what-are obvious- Annotated,'eleven reporters and
Peterson, DixyLee Ray, Lord Ritchie-Calder.
ly library books.,
-"
the O:C.':Code Encyclopedial
p.m, "The Military Posture," Les Aspin, James SchlesNor can anyone 'stopt. the;Woseleafservices
being discori-.
inger, Joseph Clark, Gene LaRocque, Benjamin
pilferage of loose. periodicalscbj« tirined 'ib'cliide:"ccli's Pollution'
Rosenthal, Herbert York, Elmo Zumwalt.
determined thieves. The worst in Control Guide, and, Governp.m. "The Political Dimension," John Brademas, Daniel
loose periodical losses.are in the ment Contracts .Reports , and
<i,,: .p:~trick Moynihan, Elisabeth Borgese, Roberto Guyfield of international-law and Contract Appeals Decisions,
,.:..ff ·er,'Philip-,Kessup, Soedjatmoko, Kenneth Thompinternational
business. Our both of which are available in
son.
shelves are stripped of these. In the .Government Contracts ofDec. 4, a.m. "Foreign Policy as a Domestic Issue-National
this-case, I suspect that some flees in. Bacon Hall. In the field
Security and the' Democratic Process," Frank
persons other than our -law of periodicals, second copies of
Church, William Colby, John McClone, Charles
students are responsible.
,many reputable Law Reviewsare
Morgan, Andrew Young.
Atomic energy, food, drug- being dropped. It's only the
and cosmetics, and women and beginning.
the law, are other areas in which
Budgetvproblems may also
"This is the most
,pilferage of current periodicals affect' services to the readers' in
ridiculous newspaper
is out-of-hand. Finally; no libra- "thenear future. During the last '
ry staff member is responsible fewyearsmuch: of the moriey
I've ever seen"
for the large number of library paid to the student assistants at
volumes which find their, way the desks and toshelvers has
into faculty offices in Bacon, been federal work-study money.
Stockton orthe library building Apparently this year's crop of
WRITE FOR THE ADVOCATE
without being signed out rin law students is wealthier and
Room 11, Bacon Hall
accordance with library regula- " does not need or qualify for
676-7325
tions.
these ''funds. Wage account
'*
'* .
*
(hourly employees) funds are
.Another problem, common' to beginning to run, low and
el/ 'erri' GttiUcho IIHIt you.
most Law' Schools .this day and planning for the future, must
age is money-the budget. The begin now.
.
budget for the purchase of law
There are two possible .solubooks has not kept pace with the tions under consideration. Both
tremendous increases in price
Please tom to p. 7, cOl. 1
and the number of new treatises,
-periodicals, etc. flooding "the
market. "To- stay. within' the
.budget weare in the process of
"cutting out some,'. needed and
used" but peripheral material,
I,
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Continued ,from page 3, col. 1

Continued from page 5, col. 5
profession,' constantly' counselstage-struck. In the case of the ing each other not to betray the
women, this obsession at first , theater.
'
gives them the air of prima
The Royal Family is not a
donnas, but they must sacrifice profound play. It is'11 period
the possibility of leading "nor- piece, reflecting the years when
mal" women's lives, bounded bv the voices of American wit spoke
husband and children, for their from the famed Round Table of
beloved profession;
, . ..,Ne~,
York's Algonquin Hotel:
It further
seemsi thar ~he Robert
Benchley,
Alexander
family members Iqv~)hd,_;9-e- ''wpollcott, Dorothy Parker. It
pend on each other rio less than should be seen and. enjoyed as a
on their art. Despite inbred light,'\velcome respite from the
competition among themselves,
horrors we all face in the month
they remain loyal to the family ahead.

data, the resources index also'
tended to establish 'that the
.nature oflaw school educational
programs is more closely related
to~he resourcelevel o(the,~chool
than to whether its programs are,
0fteh'
r,cr~,i~ttpe. 4a~, e~~,n~ng,()rtat
b ot ,times,., ..... r-, ,r,;,m "'i«,

Also, evidence. ;;a~"$re"sent~d:
in the AALS·study that. ~htt g()~Is~
of a law school are related .to its.
resources I~v~l., Sp~cj,!i~fllI)'
data tended ;t~Sh?w.;.t~at;)thl1j
goals of law schools wifu a, high '
level of .resources
are more
'complex and more difficult to
accomplish., in evening
pro,
. grams. Thus, it is not surprising,
to find in the tables below that
Continued from page 5, col. 5 . buffoon .. The" supporting cast,
particularly Howland Chamberthe" schools .which. have the'
not even fully clear whether
lin as the doctor's
moronic
highest,leve(ofresou,rces
have'
Ibsen himself sympathized. with
father-in-Iaw,are
uniformly ex, , only day. programs.
the position his central character
cellent, lit· addition, thestagiil&,
has taken, as anyone fortunate
of the play necessary to confornt:;
enough to see this production
Though,this
1974~7~ ;,recan attest.
sources index does not-speakto,
Ibsen cannot take all the
sCP{lo!,reputation., tlleufirst •foul']
~..~...q.~....
~.:
..e.n~. :n~.~..~.at.e.dnJh;
:0"t~~
credit for the outstanding arena
single;,
mOst;~. , "
. nt,J! scor",·gro~ps in. the.,ta,bleinclude I
.
thls.{prooucHdht?'"~~"
.~.~ eight of thenine~top-ranked
. Stage production of 'his play.
law
"Alt' Enemy of the P~bple~t'· schools as judged by, 104 of the.
Robert
Prosky's Dr.
Stockmay be the best theatetWashmann is an unbelievably compel134 law deans surveyed inBlau
ington will boast ail year. See it. and Margulies, "The Reputaling character, half giant, half
tions of American Professional
Schools,"
.Winter
1974-75
Change Magazine:

Li brary' Pro b,lerns'
3

may be necessary. Closing the
second floor doors to Stockton
arid the street after class in the
evenings and on weekends would
save some money. Four of the
part-time shelvers are on work-

.8. New York Univ.
,15/104
Legal Education is playing in the
. 9;' Univ.rof
13/104
creation of new law schools.
Pennsylvania
.
The categories in the index
(Note: The list includes each
are arbitrarily chosen to provide'
school named as among the
a convenient way to present the
.top five by at least 10 percent
data. However, the A, Band C'
of, theresporiding
deans.)
groupings
do correlate, with
A few. 'general observations
other studies and the 'personal,
can-be made.by examining the observations of the author.
table and, comparing the results
Schools which have improved
with-those
which appeared in their resource position six or
previous-years.
more score groups since 1967-68
.The-schools- line up' in the are Washington & Lee, Mem1974- 75 index pretty much as phis State, Akron, Maine, Willithey did-in 1967-.68. The schools
am and Mary' and-Idaho.'
atep.the.reseurces index con tin- Apparently those schools have
ue.tobe the nationally recognizcoped successfully with the tide
edschools (though the Universof students. Schools which the
ity of Washington's position may
index suggests may have had
come asa . surprise to some
more difficulty (and which have'
Easterners).
lost six or more places) are
Only three indexed schools
George Washington,
Georgewhich received ABA provisional
town, Mississippi,
Duquesne.'
approval after 1967 ,68 are .in the
Arkansas, Louisville, New York
A,:·rarige: Davis.i..Maine
and
University and Temple.
BnghamYourig.Sixare
B:
Considerable deterioration in'
Arizona State, Hawaii.Hofstra,
the. student/faculty
ratio
is
Antioch,.'florida
State
and
evident on a nation-wide basis .
Lewis' and Clark. Nineare,C,
'. In 1967-68, 13 schools ranked 1
including a.numberinthe.lowest
on that scale, indicating a ratio
ranges' '(unfairly
including
of 16/1 or, 'better. In ' 1974 ..75
Southern Illinois which had only only;two schools-:'-Yaleandthe
one class when the data were University of Wasington-had
a
collected). Incidentally, schools
ratio so favorable ..
provisionally approved in 1975
It is hoped that an index such
are likely to be in the lower as this may be constructed
resource ranges ,when Jhey ap- annually in the future and that
pear in the RevielY for 1975-76it. will be based on a -larger
lending strength to Chairman
number of variables for which
Richard':' Nahstoll's
concerns
data is systematically collected
about the role that the Section of each year.
·1
c
i

.,.t4i~

Exceflerit.Ibsen

C~ittinued from page 6,col.

Law Schools

Survey of

Royal Fa'milyis
a Welcome Respite

-·>ituJff'pl~~i~~.
them

1. Harvard University 1011104
atth~' firsf
2. Yale University
86/104
and second floor desks in the
place of the current non-work~
3. Univ. of Michigan
73/104·
study student assistants would'
4.' Cohiinbia', .Univ. 60/104
save· considerable
money. It
5. Univ.ofChicago
58/104
would also mean there would be
6. Stanford Univ;·
45/104
no one except the ..one full ti~e' " ·7. Univ ..of California 19/104
shelvei to shelve! ' .
. ;.
at Berkeley

Civil Rights Work
:'i:OfferedinSpring
'" Continued from page' 2,col.3
)' ship requires ,a minimUm of 20
.. hours per week
t~e~pring (for
fivepoirits of credit under Law'
" 399), p]usten weeks offull:titne
paid'summer
w9rka,t $160 per'
week.'
,
';' '. ......•.•...
The GW chapter of the Law
Students Civil Rights Research
Council . also offers i clinical
opportunit~~s"to st,ugents toea~
one 6If~6<&edits'for
\ ~
.. work 10
law firms 0,1; frgl1Q1zattons ,conducting civiTtlghts research and
litigation(L~"T'343).
During the fall, two students
were.:,.engaged itl erpployhtent
litig~!ion:;::~e
~arialing -indi·'

m

"

While you're studying, why
not keep some money
working for you? Passbook
savings accounts earn 5114%.
interest per annum from date
of deposit to date of with'
drawal. No time limit! .
Certificates (3 mon~hs to .'
72 months) earn from'53/4%:
to'73/4% per annum.
Substantial interest penalty
for early yvi!h9rawal is ,.
required by~federal .,:.>,
regulations.

ADVOCATE~7

OPENMONDAY-F~lbAX
9 A.M~-5:30P.M:-: . ,;, J'
? )~c·'~;() fJ 1/1 ,s: (~) !~
,~

vidual grievance hearings and
court cases offederalemployees,
and the other helping to p.repare
for the trial of Love v. Pullman
Co., a case which has already'
been to the Supreme Court and,
back. Others have worked On
major school desegregation and
school finance cases against,
HEW and the State of New
York. These and many other
opportunities are open for the
spring.
.
Interested students should see
either me or Ellen Peter, the
director of LSCRRC, who can be ..
reached cto Legal Aid in Bacon
Hall.'
,
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Jacob Burns Law Library

Warden to Discuss Prisons '
~,----<'-

by Wlllfam Walsh
loosely to encourage audience
sky not sce6.ic, but they can be
The beginning of October is a. - participation .. If you want to downright
oppressive.
More
bleak time for first year law learn or if you can contribute
than the bars or fen s, they
students, but this year some
please attend.
surround the city born a d bred
G.W. students found that it is
To quote Ms. Mcl.aughlin
in an alien environme t that
even bleaker if you are in prison.
"no prison is any good." Alder- communicates
total
i olation
Abou!, thirty-five first year
son is probably the least oppresfrom hearth and ho
. One
students took a trip to Alderson,
sive and least unpleasant facility prisoner from Philadelp ia staWest Virginia and visited the
in the Federal system (excluding
ted that when she gets out, she
Federal Women's Penitentiary
the "country club" where the never wants to see another
to see what a prison is like, to try
Watergate and other privileged mountain in her life.
to find out who is in prison, and
white collar criminals are sent.)
The fabric. of this sod~iiis'
~
to get away from law books. One
It is nestled in the picturesque , 'dissolvini' from the corrosive
thing we did not go to see, but
West Virginia countryside far effectsof thefears of the people.
we did find was Warden Viraway' from the problems' of Life is being structured to avoid
ginia Mcl.aughlin.
pollution, traffic jams, and the being out at night and to
Unique is an overused word
families and friends of all the minimizevsocial
contact.
No
that has lost its meaning in
prisoners.
.' 'i··i'.
""'~mattef' what your ideological
Madison Avenue's never ending
The vast majority. ",ofc thevidiosyncracies there can be-no
pollution of the English langprisoners (or residents of the argument,
prisons are simply
uage. The word means one of a reservation, if you prefer the not working, On a cost effectkind and this is Ms. McLaugheuphemisms that abound in the tiveness basis they are wasting
lin. There- is only one woman
correctional system. If I didn't
money. On a logical' basis what
warden in the Federal Prison
know better I'd swear someone
does not' function should be
System, indeed the only other: at the Bureau of Prisons had a. fixed or discontinued. On huwoman in a high position is an sense of humor) are poor, lower .manitarian
grounds, the best
assistant warden in Los Angeles.
class, and from large cities. Not, prisons are depressing and the
After 40 years in the corrections
only ~re the mountains and blue.vworst are bestial.
I'
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···~i~§r~I;'···Gymn~~fQJg~c~orbut:
Some of the students who
The USSR National GymnasThe Washington-area appear .. ';'c'" M:s.Kb~but,<rtd~20, captured
ington area appearance of the
visited the prison.felt that since tics Team, featuring the world's
ance of the group, the last stop
the hearts of millions with her Russian
Gymnasts . are still
everyone couldn't
go to the most beloved gymnast, Olga' on their nine-city tour, also delightful performance
during available at, all Capital Ticket
prison, we might try to bring<':K,orbut,
will-be. appearing for
marks the final United States
the 1972, Olympics in Munich; Centre locations. .Ticket prices
some of the experience here. Ms "oneshow only at Capital Centre
performance'
by the popular
for which she won a gold medal are $10, $8 and $6 with discount
McLaughlin and a representa' on '1?ursday, December 18 at Korbut before her appearance in in the floor exercise.
. rates available for' groups over
tive from the A.C.L.U.'s prison
8:00 p.m,
the 1976 Olympics in Montreal,
Tickets for this only Wash- :25.
"
project have agreed to discuss
r-,--.,..-'·---'--------------'-----..::--.;...;....£------'-"---'"----..::..;....-,----,--------,
the problems of prisons on Dec.
2, 1975 in Stockton Hall Room
from 11:00 a.m. to 12:30. The
format is deliberately structured
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LIBERTY
LINES

Oil Off
Spanish Sahara
/

By Robert M. Bartell

WASHINGTON,. D.C. (liberty Lobby News Service)As stated last week, long before the national media decided to notice, we reported-on Sept. 18-Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger's
covert scheme to help King
Hassan of Morocco grab
Spanish Sahara-at the very
time our government was
trying to renew our vital air
and sea base lease in Spain.
Here's another facet of
the story .you won't learn
from the mass media. Oil has
been found bider the ocean
floor off Spanish Sahara,
magnifying the stakes' involved and- prOViding a clue
to Dr. Kissinger's peculiar,
tactics.
There is some mystery
about this oil discovery. The
news leaked out last January
that a platform rig drilling a
wildcat well 80 miles off the
coast of Morocco had hit oil.
The companies which made
the find are Shell, the Rockefeller-eontrolled Exxon and
the Moroccan state company, BRMP.

eGo· home on Allegheny.- And
Group 10. Save up to 33Y3%
save yourself some money». We
roundtrip (up to 20% one way).
offer a wide variety of-discount
Groups of 10 or more save, when
travel: plans with. bigsavingsfor
. they purchase tickets 48 hours in
groups and individuals. ,., ... ,
advance and take off together. And
The. Liberty Fare.y'o~~h·go
, you ~ each return separately, if
home and a lot of other' places
'youlike~;Gpod:everywhere we fly.
besides, -with unlimited travel. at
Group' 4-9; Save up to 20%
one low price. You get a choice of
roundtrip. Groups of 4 to 9 save
,3 plans, t00-7 days for $129, 14
when you make reservations 48
daysfor$149 and 21 daysfor$f79.
hours in advance and fly together
Good everywhere we fly, except
to and from selected cities. Stay at
Cana9a.
" .
least 3 but no more than 30 days.

,

"

America's 6th largest passenger-canying

Leave before noon on weekdaysanytime on weekends:
_ Weekend. Save up to 25% on
your roundtrip ticket when you
go and return on
Saturday or
Sunday.
For complete information on
all of our money-saving discount '
travel plans and flight reservations.
see your Travel Agent or call your
local Allegheny Airlines reservations number. And get ready to go
home or anywhere else.

a

NV:"

airline.

(#5871)

